Orbital cryogenic propellant depots and the ability to refuel spacecraft in orbit are critical capabilities for the expansion of human life throughout the Solar System. While depots have long been recognized as an important component of large-scale manned spaceflight efforts, questions about their technology readiness have so far prevented their implementation. Technological advancements in settled cryogenic handling, passive thermal control systems, and autonomous rendezvous and docking techniques make near-term implementation of cryogenic propellant depots significantly more realistic. Current work on flight-demonstration tools like ULA's CRYOTE testbed, and Masten Space Systems's XA-1.0 suborbital RLV provide methods for affordably retiring the remaining technical risks for cryogenic depots.
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I. Introduction
NE of the key challenges of interplanetary space travel is the vast amount of propellant that has to be hauled from Earth to reach even the nearest bodies in the Solar System. This situation is not unique to spaceflightthere are many historical examples of groups dealing with the challenges of operating in hostile environments far from sources of food and fuel. Whether the challenge was crossing the frozen deserts of Antarctica with sled dogs and skis, exploring underwater caverns in Mexico or the US military trying to operate steam-powered naval vessels across the vast Pacific in the late 1800s, caches of supplies and fuel were a key part of solving transportation logistics problems. For Amundsen's South Polar expedition, caches of supplies and food were left at key points along the way to the South Pole 1 . For an underwater spelunking expedition in the Huautla Plateau of Mexico, the US Deep Caving Team established a series of supply camps at different dry points within the cavern 2 . For the US Pacific Fleet, the solution was naval coaling stations and colliers located in places like Pearl Harbor, Midway Island, Guam, and American Samoa.
The similarity of the interplanetary transportation logistics problem to its historical analogs was not lost on the pioneers of space travel in the 20 th century. As early as 1928 3 , scientists studying interplanetary travel began arguing that pre-positioning propellants in orbit would be required for any sustainable large-scale travel beyond Earth. Ever since those initial observations, the use of orbital propellant depots-facilities specifically designed to receive, store, and dispense propellants to visiting craft-has been an important part of many of the most ambitious transportation architecture proposals 45 , including the "tanker mode" concept for Earth Orbit Rendezvous favored by von Braun during the Apollo Program 6 . Perhaps one of the most valuable lessons learned from the Apollo Program was the difficulty of making even limited sorties beyond earth orbit without using propellant depots. Launching all of the supplies and propellant needed for exploration missions on just one rocket was only barely possible, and even then, it only permitted voyages of a couple of weeks, at the most. One could argue that the great expense of developing and operating the massive launch vehicles necessary for non-depot approaches is one of the principal factors which have prevented space exploration and development activities beyond LEO since the Apollo Program ended.
In recent years, a growing interest in commercial approaches to space transportation has led to the beginning of a renaissance in propellant depot efforts 7 . In addition to the logistical advantages, researchers have begun to notice economic benefits of orbital propellant depots. These benefits include providing demand for launch services that can help drive down launch costs by creating a robust and competitive marketplace, providing launch demand sufficient to encourage the development of commercial RLVs, enabling the reuse of in-space assets, and greatly increasing the utility of future ISRU efforts 8 . Depots have the potential to not only greatly reduce the difficulty of travel beyond LEO, but also to help promote the development of much more affordable and reliable means for accessing LEO in the first place.
However, in spite of over 80 years of recognition that orbital propellant depots are a critical necessity for affordable and sustainable travel beyond LEO, there has still been no serious effort to develop and field orbital propellant depots. In fact, many have opposed the idea. A large part of the opposition stems from two key misconceptions. The first of these misconceptions is that propellant depots are very technically risky and require O large amounts of expensive R&D work before we can even know if they will work, let alone before they can be implemented. The second key misconception is that orbital propellant depots imply an effort comparable in complexity to the International Space Station. Propellant depots, when viewed in this light, have often been seen as expensive and risky detours when compared to the HLV path taken by Apollo.
Several recent developments, however, indicate that propellant depots are much closer to reality than previously believed. While some key techniques still require demonstration, the fundamental technologies needed for initial propellant depot capability are already at a high level of maturity. Several innovative depot design concepts have recently been proposed, which have sufficient propellant storage capacity to enable near-term manned missions beyond LEO, while still being much simpler than previously envisioned approaches. In addition to concepts for simple near-term depots, several groups are now working on orbital and suborbital test-beds that will facilitate maturation of technologies needed for initial depot capabilities and continuous improvement of propellant depot technology. These new developments are realistic near-term options for developing and fielding these key pieces of space transportation infrastructure.
II. Propellant Depot Technologies
An important challenge in developing space systems and architectures is determining when and how to incorporate promising new technologies. On one hand, at least 80 percent of the life-cycle costs of a program are determined by decisions made during the conceptual design stage 9 . Being too conservative about incorporating new technologies can lock in high costs, threatening project sustainability. On the other hand, incorporation of new technologies carries technical risk, which often makes decision makers hesitant to adopt them. An example of this was the Apollo Program's eventual decision to use Lunar Orbit Rendezvous (LOR). Originally, orbital rendezvous was viewed as far too immature a technology to risk the program on. As one member of the committee that initially rejected the LOR approach put it, "We thought it too risky. Remember, in 1961 we hadn't even orbited Glenn yet. We certainly had done no rendezvous yet…it had to be dead right the first time. I mean, that just seemed like a bit much." 10 In the end, however, LOR won out in spite of the fact that orbital rendezvous technology was then only at TRL 3 or 4. The decision was largely motivated by the political need to avoid excessive life-cycle costs and development time for the massive Nova launch vehicle.
Propellant depot technologies now are significantly more mature than orbital rendezvous technologies were when they were selected as the baseline for Apollo's critical path. , Propellant depot technologies have benefited from decades of operational experience with cryogenic upper stages and technology maturation efforts such as the DARPA Orbital Express demonstrator. Many approaches, spanning a wide range of technological maturity, have been investigated for key depot functions, including cryogenic fluid management, propellant thermal control, and rendezvous, docking, and fluid coupling and transfer. . Some combinations of depot technologies can provide initial operational capabilities with very little additional technology demonstration, while some other interesting options will require more work. A program that utilizes incremental system demonstrations in parallel with a robust technology maturation effort can provide early, useful operational capabilities, while still allowing some of the promising but less developed technologies to be integrated as they reach a sufficient level of technological maturity.
A. Microgravity Cryogenic Fluid Management
The first key task of an orbital propellant depot is to store and handle fluids on orbit, particularly cryogenic propellants. Cryogenic fluids, such as LO 2 and LH 2 , are stored and transferred daily on Earth for use in industrial and medical applications. Compared to the terrestrial environment, where cryogenic fluid handling is relatively simple, the microgravity environment in which orbital propellant depots operate presents many unique challenges. While the locations of liquids and gasses in a tank at rest in a gravity field are controlled and easily predictable, the behavior of the fluids in microgravity is more difficult to predict and presents some unique challenges for controlling the fluid flow. The processes of pressure venting and transfer of liquid propellant are complicated by the uncertainty of distribution of liquid and gasses within the tank. Lack of gravity-driven buoyancy effects makes thermal equalization within the liquid much more challenging than in even a slight gravity field. For non-volatile propellants, the options of using either elastomeric diaphragms or surface tension liquid acquisition devices to separate the liquid from the gas have been flight qualified. While there has been significant research on options for dealing with these challenges for cryogenic fluids 11 , the technology is less mature than for storable propellants.
Inertial Propellant Settling
There are, however, alternatives to developing techniques for manipulating fluids in microgravity, which typically fall into the category known as settled propellant handling. Research for cryogenic upper stages dating back to the Saturn S-IVB and Centaur found that providing a slight acceleration (as little as 10 -4 to 10 -5 g of acceleration) to the tank can make the propellants assume a desired configuration, which allows many of the main cryogenic fluid handling tasks to be performed in a similar fashion to terrestrial operations 12 . The simplest and most mature settling technique is to apply thrust to the spacecraft, forcing the liquid to settle against one end of the tank. The thrust can come either from small rockets or from venting a small amount of boiled-off propellant gas through small nozzles and can be applied periodically or continuously.
Another proposed option, which ULA plans to flight-test in 2009 (on the DMSP-18 mission), involves spinning the tank about its axis, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this technique, the propellant is forced against the side walls, leaving a core of gas along the axis of rotation 13 . This provides continuous settling without consuming boil-off gases.
Tether or Gravity Gradient Settling
Other options, which have not yet been demonstrated, use tethers or gravity gradients to provide the settling forces. One option, similar to the centrifugal settling option mentioned previously, is to extend a tether and a counterweight from a depot, and then to spin the assembly about its center of gravity. It is also possible to use the same configuration without spinning the assembly, by taking advantage of the gravity gradient. Any part of the assembly that is above the station's center of gravity is actually travelling faster than a separate object orbiting at that altitude, resulting in a slight acceleration outward, and any piece below the center of gravity experiences an acceleration downward towards Earth. In order to provide adequate settling forces, the assembly only needs to be a few hundred meters long. Another approach would use electrodynamic tethers 14 both for propellantless depot reboost as well as for propellant settling. 
Electromagnetic Propellant Settling
One particularly promising class of propellant settling options, shown above in Fig. 2 , forces the fluid within the tanks to assume a desired orientation using strong permanent or electromagnets. The settling force is provided by the reaction of the inherent paramagnetic or diamagnetic properties of the propellants to an applied magnetic field 15 . LO 2 is paramagnetic, meaning that it is slightly attracted to strong magnetic fields. LH 2 , methane, propane, and other light hydrocarbons are weakly diamagnetic, meaning they are repelled by strong magnetic fields. Because the bulk magnetic susceptibilities of the fuels are much lower than that of the LO 2 -with LH 2 being the least susceptible of the cryogenic fuels-the use of high temperature superconducting electromagnets may be required to make magnetic propellant positioning for these fuels feasible. If LH 2 magnetic propellant positioning is feasible, then the same technique can be used for the more magnetically susceptible light hydrocarbons. At this moment, the technology for electromagnetic settling is still fairly early in its development. There have been some small experiments such as MAPO 16 , which have been flown on the NASA zero-gravity airplane (Vomit Comet). Coupled fluid/electromagnetic models were correlated to the experimental results 17, 18, 19 . Analytical work has begun this year using those models to determine the feasibility of using magnetic propellant positioning for tanks on the scale required for propellant depots. If magnetic propellant positioning can be perfected, it may provide many of the advantages of both settled and non-settled microgravity propellant handling as shown in Table 1 .
Table 1. A Comparison of Cryogenic Fluid Handling Techniques
Technique Advantages Disadvantages Zero-G Handling
• Does not require reaction mass for propellant settling.
• Integration with big stations easier • Configuration and orientation independent of operations • Loading/offloading operations identical
• Zero-G thermal control, transfer, and liquid acquisition are low TRL.
Propulsive Settling
• Settled cryo handling is high TRL, and simplifies all other depot functions • Settling and reboost functions can be combined.
• Uses reaction mass for settling • Hard to integrate with existing space stations • Constrains tank arrangement to get correct settling effects Centrifugal Settling
• Settled cryo handling is high TRL, and simplifies all other depot functions
• May require despinning for docking • May need to be combined with another process for transfer ops • Constrains tank arrangement to get correct settling effects ED Tether Settling
• Provides reboost and propellant settling without using reaction mass • Can use zero boil-off systems
• Requires moderately large station with significant solar power capability • Low TRL for ED tethers • Challenges docking • Constrains tank arrangement to get correct settling effects Gravity Gradient Settling
• Does not require reaction mass for propellant settling
• Requires very long tether and large overall system • Complex system dynamics • Constrains tank arrangement to get settling effects correctly Electromagnetic Settling
• Provides more control over propellant positioning.
• More flexibility on tank arrangements and depot layout
• Electromagnetic settling is low TRL • Superconducting electromagnets may add significant weight • Uncertainty if existing electromagnets sufficient for large LH 2 tank settling.
Propulsive propellant settling is a well understood process and can be easily incorporated into near-term propellant depots. As the more advanced inertial and electromagnetic approaches are technologically matured, they can be brought into service alongside of, or in place of, the first generation depots.
B. Propellant Thermal Control
The second task of an orbital propellant depot is to store the propellants for long durations with minimal or no boil-off losses. Due to the very low boiling points of cryogenic propellants, care must be taken to reduce the flow of heat into the propellants and remove the heat that does make it into the propellants. Current flight-demonstrated thermal control systems for cryogenic upper stages have not yet reached the efficiencies necessary for a reasonable propellant depot, however many of the insulation and cooling technologies have been developed to the point of preliminary ground-systems tests 20 .
Thermal Insulation
An important part of the thermal control involves isolating the propellants from internal and external heat sources. The main source of external heat load is, of course, the Sun itself. Planetary bodies, however, can also be significant sources of radiant heat for depots in low-orbits. There are also heat sources internal to the depot, such as electronics and power generation equipment, which must be isolated from the propellant section of the depot. For LO 2 /LH 2 systems, the other main heat source is the temperature difference between the two propellants.
A wide variety of passive insulation techniques have been investigated 21 . Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) material and deployable sunshades 22, 23 reduce the heat flux from external sources. Vacuum Insulation Panels (VIPs), which see extensive use in other industrial applications, and low-conductivity attachments, are also being considered for cutting down on heat flow between the tanks and between the tanks and the depot electronics. MLI has seen extensive operational use on satellites and space probes, and sunshades are becoming popular for space telescopes (e.g. Spitzer, Kepler and the James Webb Space Telescope), some of which need to maintain liquid helium temperatures at their optics for several years at a time 24 . Low-conductivity mounts are currently used in some places on upper stages, and vacuum insulation panels are being ground tested for eventual use on propellant tank common bulkheads and in other locations.
Heat Rejection and Active Thermal Control
Even the best insulation system, however, still allows some heat to flow into the propellants. The simplest method of dealing with the heat flow is to let the cryogen absorb the tank heating, resulting in a warming of the liquid. This is what is currently done on Centaur's LO 2 tank, which is not vented on orbit. This method, however, is usable only for medium durations, because as the heat flow into the propellants, the pressure in the tank increases, which can eventually lead to tank rupture if unrelieved. Another approach for dealing with the heat flow into the propellants is to allow a small amount of the propellant to boil-off, and then vent the excess gas overboard, as has been and is done on Saturn S-IVB, the Centaur LH 2 tank and the Delta IV upper stage. Not only does this process carry away excess heat from the propellant, and keep the tanks within their structural limits, but the process of venting the gases to space can also be used for propulsive settling of the propellants as well as for depot stationkeeping.
Some more advanced techniques have been proposed that would use the vented gas from the coldest propellant tanks to remove heat from the overall system. This is especially useful for LO 2 /LH 2 systems, because the LH 2 has over ten times the heat capacity of the LO 2 . It also starts off at a much cooler temperature, and makes up a much smaller fraction of the overall propellant mass. By using the LH 2 boil-off to cool the LO 2 tank, LO 2 boil-off can be completely eliminated. This is much more mass efficient than allowing them both to boil and vent. It is also possible, using a Thermodynamic Venting System (TVS), to use the vented hydrogen gas to remove some more heat from its own tank. This is done by running the moderate-pressure boil-off gas through a Joule-Kelvin valve, which drops both the pressure and temperature of the vented gas, allowing it to provide some extra cooling for the LH 2 tank before it is used for removing heat from the other tanks and subsystems in the depot. After cooling the LO 2 tank, and the connection between the LO 2 tank and the electronics section of the depot, the now much warmer gaseous hydrogen can be run through a nozzle to provide thrust for settling and station-keeping. While these passive boil-off venting techniques do result in the loss of valuable propellant mass, the amount of propellant lost to boil-off in a system with good thermal insulation may actually be less than the amount required for station-keeping. This means that unless some higher I sp or non-propellant means (such as an electrodynamic tether) is used for stationkeeping, the propellant loss to boil-off may actually be "free".
The other approach to heat rejection is using an active cryocooler to pump heat out of the propellants. Although almost all cryogenic fluid cooling in space to-date has been of the passive variety, there has been significant research into active cooling techniques due to their promise for zero boil-off operations. While zero boil-off depots are not required for initial operations, they represent a significant enabler of longer-duration deep space missions. They also make a lot of sense when used in conjunction with non-propulsive propellant settling where propulsive stationkeeping is not necessary. Active cryocooling eliminates the waste of propellants currently required for chill-down operations during transfer, increases system efficiency by eliminating boil-off of propellants over time, and makes it possible to keep the region around the depot clear of contamination. These benefits make cryocooling technologies well worth further development effort.
C. Rendezvous, Docking, and Propellant Transfer
The last major task of an orbital propellant depot is the transfer of propellant from visiting tankers into the depot and from the depot into customer spacecraft. This involves rendezvous and mating of the visiting vehicles, secure attachment of fluid couplings, and safe and efficient transfer of propellants through those couplings. This process was first demonstrated operationally by the Soviet space program in 1978 using storable propellants 25 and is used routinely for propellant resupply of the ISS by the Russian Progress vehicle and the ESA Automated Transfer Vehicle. It has also been demonstrated recently in the US by the DARPA Orbital Express program, also with storable propellants.
While there has not yet been an operational demonstration of cryogenic propellant transfer between two vehicles on orbit, a similar process has been used to transfer propulsively-settled cryogenic propellants from the tanks to the engines for every multi-burn cryogenic upper stage since the Saturn S-IVB. The experience obtained from literally hundreds of such upper stage engine restarts-which are arguably even more finicky about two-phase flow than a depot-is a significant knowledge base from which propellant depot designers should be able to draw. The only piece of hardware that has not yet been flight demonstrated is the automatic connection of cryogenic fluid couplings on orbit.
The Orbital Express program, funded by DARPA and Boeing, demonstrated a number of key technologies which would be needed for a viable autonomous commercial propellant depot 26 . Of the technologies demonstrated, the ones most relevant to propellant depots were short-and long-range autonomous operations, including orbital rendezvous, proximity operations, spacecraft mating, autonomous connection of propellant couplings, and zero-g transfer of storable propellants. The Orbital Express system consisted of a large servicing vehicle, ASTRO (Autonomous Space Transfer and Robotic Orbiter), and a client satellite, NEXTSat (Next Generation Satellite), shown in Fig. 3 27 . The client satellite was mostly passive throughout the rendezvous and docking operations. All of the actuating mechanisms, such as the active coupling halves and the robotic arm, were located on ASTRO. The propellant transfer system, Fig. 4 , transferred storable propellants, including both hydrazine and pressurant gas 28 , at ambient temperatures. The pressurant gas was transferred to provide ullage equalization and to demonstrate gaseous fluid transfer. There were 15 successful propellant transfers with varying ullage termination quantities up to and including a full tank load. These operations validated the essential techniques required for safe autonomous transfer of fluids on-orbit. While the couplings will probably be different for cryogenic fluid transfer,,the techniques and procedures demonstrated during the storable fluid transfer testing can used in cryogenic applications.
One promising approach to cryogenic fluid couplers, proposed by ULA for depot applications, is a coupling based on the slip-joint duct used in the LO 2 feed line of the Atlas Centaur upper stage 29 . The slip joint duct, shown in Fig. 5 , consists of two concentric tubes with a set of redundant cryogenic spring-energized Teflon dynamic seals and a set of low-friction guide bushings, all arranged in an annulus between the inner and outer tube. This system would be combined with shutoff valves on both sides of the connection to prevent leakage when the connection is broken. With proper design, this coupling can be self aligning, and the seal does not require large clamping forces to provide a leak-tight connection; only axial restraint is needed to resist pressure and fluid dynamic forces. The coupling also has a very low thermal mass, and can provide much larger flow area for a given sized coupling than other cryogenic couplings, resulting in faster fluid transfer times. Another contribution of the Orbital Express project to the development of propellant depots is the concept of using a space tug to simplify proximity ops and propellant transfer coupling connection. The main previous example of orbital propellant transfer, the Progress spacecraft, required the tanker vehicle to be a fully maneuverable proximity operations craft in its own right. This resulted in a very poor payload to spacecraft mass ratio-only 31% of the launched mass was usable payload. While it may be possible to design a more mass efficient tanker system based on the COTS cargo vehicles, and to minimize tanker "over head" performance loss through efficient tanker design 30 or by directly integrating the fluid load into the upper stage tanks, the parasitic mass of tanker docking and transfer systems still have to be taken into consideration for any depot architecture design.
However, the success of the Orbital Express program suggests that the delivered propellant mass fraction can be further increased by offloading most of the rendezvous and docking hardware to a reusable space tug 31 . Such an orbital tug system, when combined with an upper stage capable of station-keeping, would require only very minimal hardware on the delivery tanker. In operation, such a tug could leave the depot, rendezvous with the tanker and upper stage, mate to the tanker, remove the tanker from the upper stage, haul the tanker to the depot, attach propellant feedlines, and then dispose of the tanker after all the propellant has been transferred. This would allow the tanker to be a lot simpler, requiring only passive mating and propellant coupling hardware, and some simple controls. Offloading the expensive "smarts" to a reusable tug, which remains in orbit between missions, should reduce the cost of delivery tankers substantially. The creation of a standardized mating and transfer interface would also allow multiple US and international launch companies to supply propellants to an orbital depot. These relatively dumb tankers would mostly consist of tanks sized to the launch vehicles that would be lofting them. A tanker could be built using similar construction to the launch vehicle's upper stage or even integrated directly into the upper stage 32 , with the addition of the mating and propellant transfer interface panel. The use of dumb tankers would permit a healthy amount of competition for propellant deliveries, which will provide a strong incentive for lowering prices over time.
III. Near-term Propellant Depot Concepts
While many depot concepts have been proposed which involve complex assembly operations on par with the contsruction of ISS, several innovative but simpler concepts have been recently proposed. These concepts provide enough capability to be immediately useful without requiring excessive up-front development, and can be evolved as the demand for higher flight-rates and additional services increase.
A. ULA Disposable Single-Use "Pre-Depot" Concept
The most straightforward propellant depot consists of a delivery tanker cryogenic supply tank, as in Fig. 6 , modified with modest thermal insulation. Such a supply tank is designed specifically as part of a delivery tanker used for resupplying an orbital propellant depot. However, with modest thermal protection, such a tank can support months of near zero boil-off by taking advantage of the thermal capacitance of the launched propellant. This disposable "pre-depot" can be pre-launched and then used to directly supply propellant to a propulsion stage. To reduce development costs, the depot tank can be a derivative of existing upper stage tanks such as Centaur's 3m diameter LO 2 tank. Existing boosters, such as the Atlas V 551 or the RS-68A equipped Delta-IV Heavy, allow a "pre-depot" with as much as 20-26mT of LO 2 capacity. For launch, the disposable "pre-depot" is stacked on the launch vehicle using standard payload interfaces.
To minimize heating, the tank has minimum penetrations. Avionics, docking port, reaction control system and fluid control are all mounted on the composite, low conductivity payload adapter. The entire system is shrouded in a thick MLI blanket, possibly further protected with a conic sunshield.
By saturating the cryogenic propellant at atmospheric pressure prior to lift-off and allowing the bulk vapor pressure to slowly increase, the propellant can passively absorb tank heating for months with minimal need for tank venting. This period of minimal boil-off can be nearly doubled with pre-launch subcooling to just above the freezing point of the LO 2 33 . Use of this disposable "pre-depot" provides early, on orbit cryogenic propellant handling, storage and transfer experience allowing mission designers to gain confidence in the ability of depots to support complex exploration missions. This style of pre-depot enables highenergy missions with large payloads, such as Mars sample return, Europa landers, or lunar cargo 34 or science landers using a dual-launch architecture, without the need for developing new HLVs. This architecture involves first launching LO 2 in the disposable "pre-depot", followed by the propulsions stage, LH 2 for the outbound trip, and the payload, as shown in Fig. 7 .
B. ULA Single-Fluid Single-Launch "Simple Depot" Concept
A real depot, with longer-duration storage capabilities than the "pre-depot", and the ability to be refueled, has also been proposed by ULA. This simple depot, shown in Fig. 8 is composed of a 180" diameter cryogenic tank that can be launched inside of existing 5m diameter payload fairings used by Atlas V, Delta IV or Ariane V. This depot would contain just a single fluid, either 140 mT of LO2 or 15 mT of LH2.
At the top of the depot is the hot equipment deck, which contains the avionics, control valves and station-keeping propulsion, and which connects to the docking collar. Sandwiched between the cold cryogenic propellant tank and the hot equipment deck is a low conductivity support truss and a thermal isolation gas reservoir. These structural elements provide a torturous thermal path to minimize heat transfer from the hot equipment deck to the propellant. Vapor cooling of the support truss can be used to further reduce tank heating. To minimize structural mass and maximize the depot propellant capacity within the payload fairing envelope, the isolation gas reservoir and the cryogenic propellant tank share a common, insulated bulkhead. The tank is enclosed in MLI to minimize Solar and Earth radiation heating. Once on orbit, a deployable sun shield cocoons the cold structure and cryogenic propellant tank, further reducing system heating, while allowing residual heat to radiate to deep space.
For launch, the deployable sun shield is stored on the equipment deck. Following separation from the launch vehicle the layers of sun shield are deployed. For a LEO depot, the deployed sun shield should form a concentric cone surrounding the depot. The depot maintains a northern ecliptic orientation, which enables the sun shield to shadow the tank from both solar and terrestrial heating throughout the LEO orbit. The multiple, concentric conical shield layers are maintained at different angles and provide an open path for thermal energy to be directed out into deep space, and away from the cryogenic propellant tank. Depots located in deep space, such as at EML-1 or EML-2, only encounter solar heating and can use a planer sun shield similar to the James Webb Space Telescope.
The depot uses centrifugal propellant settling to simplify thermal control, liquid acquisition, and propellant transfer, without requiring the expenditure of reaction mass. Propellant transfer into and out of the depot is accomplished via differential pressure, similar to the way engines are fed on existing cryogenic stages. The wellinsulated depot can accommodate periods of zero-vent and no rotation to support operational needs such as docking.
The vented gas is stored in the large, cold gas thermal isolation reservoir. During quiescent operations, the reservoir is maintained at just below tank pressure allowing slow gas transfer from the propellant tank to maintain steady liquid propellant vapor pressure and, hence, temperature. This reservoir serves as the final heat sink between the hot equipment deck and the cryogenic propellant tank. The reservoir also supplies gas for the Reaction Control System (RCS) as well as positive pressure expulsion of liquids during propellant transfer.
There are many possible derivatives of this simple depot, which have a range of propellant storage capacities, but have progressively larger impacts on the launch vehicle and, therefore, on cost (see Figure 9) . While a depot that fits entirely within the existing payload fairing, Fig. 9a , avoids the need to upgrade existing launch vehicles, it also severely restricts the depot's available propellant volume. A relatively low-cost launch vehicle upgrade, allowing greater depot propellant volume, could be accomplished by expanding the diameter of the depot to that of the payload fairing. This essentially integrates the depot tank and the payload fairing, as shown in Fig. 9b. Fig. 9c shows another option for increasing the depot volume, by integrating the depot directly with the upper stage. This option combines the available volume of the upper stage and payload fairing, providing the largest possible depot volume within the outer mould line of the existing launch vehicle. A much more intrusive option, shown in Fig. 9d , would be to develop a new, larger diameter upper stage for one of the existing launch vehicles such as Atlas V or Delta IV. Past studies for both rockets have shown that their infrastructure can accommodate payload fairings diameters up to about 7m. Without developing a completely new rocket, this option would likely represent an upper limit on the volume of a single tank propellant depot.
C. Dual-Fluid Single-Launch Depot Concept
While a single-fluid depot can enable many missions that would otherwise have required a Super Heavy Lift Vehicle (SHLV), the ability to replenish both propellants at an orbital depot truly opens the Solar System to robust exploration. A concept for a simple, near-term, single-launch LO 2 /LH 2 depot with sufficient capacity to support manned spaceflight beyond LEO has been independently conceived by several of this paper's authors. This depot would consist of an integrated assembly with a large LH 2 depot tank connected to a modified upper stage, which would be converted to an LO 2 tank after delivering the assembly to orbit. The depot would use rotation to provide centrifugal settling during quiescent operations, except during docking of visiting vehicles, where the station might de-spin to simplify docking operations.
The LH 2 tank would be constructed in a similar manner to the single-fluid concept shown above in Figure 9b . The tank would be integral with the 5m payload fairing wall, in order to maximize its propellant capacity without requiring changes to the launch vehicle outer mold-line. The tank would include a small vapor reservoir between the main tank and the depot equipment deck which would interconnect the two halves of the depot. The equipment deck would include the attachment point for the sunshield, would hold solar panels, and house the valves and The LO 2 half of the depot would be constructed by adding several mission-specific modifications to the upper stage used to orbit the vehicle. These additions would include MLI to provide in-space thermal insulation, docking adapters and transfer interfaces mounted on the aft end of the stage, and some additional plumbing and controls for depot operations. The stage would be converted to LO 2 use after arriving at the destination orbit by first transferring any remaining LH 2 from the upper stage LH 2 tank into the much larger depot LH 2 tank. The upper stage LH 2 tank would then be vented to verify that no residual hydrogen remained. After allowing it to sit open to vacuum for some time, the tank would be resealed and any remaining LO 2 from the upper stage would be transferred from the upper stage LO 2 tank into the now-empty upper stage LH 2 tank. The emptied upper stage LO 2 tank would then serve as the gas barrier to insulate the LO 2 tank from heat flowing out of the aft section. For thermal control, the LO 2 section would take advantage of the fact that LH 2 has a heat capacity ten times higher than LO 2 . By using the boiled hydrogen to chill the LO 2 tank and the interconnects between the tanks and hot structures, the depot would be able to completely suppress LO 2 boil-off, even though the LO 2 section would not include its own sunshield, and in spite of the rather severe thermal environment in LEO. As mentioned previously, the LH 2 boil-off in this situation is still less than the reaction mass requirements for station-keeping, so none of the boil-off LH 2 is actually wasted.
An illustration of such a depot, based on the ULA ACES upper stage 35 is shown below in Fig. 10 . Using the ACES stage, the depot would hold 121 mT of propellant (106 mT of LO 2 and 15 mT of LH 2 ). It should be noted however, that this concept could also be based on existing stages such as the Centaur or Delta-IV Heavy upper stages, or other proposed LO 2 /LH 2 upper stages such as SpaceX's Raptor, or Arianespace's Ariane 5 ESC-B. A depot using a stock Centaur as its LO 2 tank would be able to hold about 52mT of LO 2 and 14mT of LH 2 . The resulting oxidizer to fuel (O/F) ratio is 3.7, which is far richer than the 5.5-6:1 ratio typical for existing upper stages, in which only about 62mT of propellant would be usable. However, by stretching the Centaur stage LH 2 tank by about 1.5m (and shortening the depot tank by the same amount to keep it within the boundaries of the existing fairings), the total propellant loads become about 64mT of LO 2 and 12mT of LH 2 , giving a more useful O/F ratio of 5.4. This would leave some extra LH 2 tankage to handle the higher boil-off. Tank barrel stretches are far less expensive than changes to the diameter of the tanks, which require redesigning the complicated aft-end of the rocket, new tooling and qualification testing. In fact, many of the upgrades to the Centaur stage over the years have consisted of such barrel stretching 36 . By combining a depot tank with a propulsive stage, this depot concept is able to self-deploy to locations beyond LEO, such as at EML-1 or -2, or even as far as Mars orbit. By placing one of these depots in LEO and one in either EML-1 or -2, ESAS-class lunar missions can be performed without requiring vehicles bigger than existing launchers, and without requiring a new Earth departure stage. The severe thermal environment in LEO causes a substantial amount of propellant boil-off over the course of a year. EML-1 or -2 depots are in a much more benign thermal environment, with very low boil-off levels. This leads to the conclusion that the best way to use a depot system like this is to forward propellants on from the LEO depot to the EML-1 or -2 depot as quickly as possible. The higher the tempo of flights beyond LEO, the lower the percentage of propellants lost to boil-off in LEO. With a decent operational tempo, boil-off losses for this system can be kept to low single-digit percentages of the yearly propellant throughput.
D. Boeing Multi-Launch Dual-Fluid Depot Concept
The Boeing propellant depot architecture, shown below in Fig. 11 , would include two independent depots in LEO, a reusable propellant carrier and a low-cost launch vehicle, such as the SpaceX Falcon 9. Each depot would consist of a central truss and six tank modules derived from the Delta IV Heavy upper stage. Each depot would be sized to provide sufficient propellant to fill the ESAS Reference Architecture LSAM DM and to replenish the EDS propellant used during ascent 37 . The truss and empty tank modules would be launched individually on Falcon 9 launch vehicles. Each tank module has a capacity of 25mT. Propellant would be delivered to the depot by reusable propellant carriers with a capacity of 9.4mT each. Propellant carriers would be berthed to the propellant transfer port on the depot truss. A robotic arm removes and releases the propellant carrier following propellant transfer. Propellant carriers would be able to be used a maximum of 10 times before being replaced. A reusable transfer stage is included in the growth plans for the Boeing Depot Architecture.
A multiple-tank configuration depot with central truss was selected based on Boeing's trade study of 13 different concepts. 38 Atlas V and Delta IV upper stages were considered as depot tank modules. The Delta IV Heavy upper stage configuration was chosen because the depot capacity requirement could be met with six tank sets instead of the eight required if the stock Atlas V Centaur upper stage were used. Propulsion and avionics system modifications along with additional thermal protection and micrometeoroid and orbital debris shielding were defined and mass properties estimated.
The depot modules would incorporate Orbital Express autonomous capabilities for rendezvous and proximity operations.. The truss would include two robotic arms to berth depot storage tanks, propellant carriers and EDS to appropriate locations.
Propellant depot capacity was defined by the LSAM DM propellant capacity and the EDS propellant used during ascent. LSAM DM propellant mass, as studied by the NASA ESAS team, varied between 25 and 30mT 39 . Boeing estimated LSAM DM propellant mass to be 25mT based on the ESAS CaLV Case 2 mass allocation 40 . The EDS contained 490,744 lbm (222.6mT) at lift-off and 219,443 lbm (99.5mT) remained upon reaching LEO. Therefore, a LEO propellant depot would have to provide a minimum of 147mT to the EDS and LSAM DM. 
E. Comparison of Near-Term Depot Concepts
Below in Table 2 , the relative strengths of the four depot concepts described in this section are compared.
IV. Orbital and Suborbital Tools for Depot Technology Demonstration
While the introduction of new technologies can lead to dramatic improvements in the affordability of space programs, incorporating new technologies always carries technical risks, and aggressive early retirement of those risks is a key to avoiding programmatic cost-overruns and delays. One of the most important steps in this process of • Requires significant modifications to the depot launcher upper stage.
• Extra operational complications and risk due to reusing upper stage LH 2 tank for LO 2 storage.
• Large station has substantial stationkeeping requirements
Multi-Launch Modular Depot
• Large depot capacity, 150mT LO 2 /LH 2 and larger • Integral robotic arm makes berthing of visiting vehicles much easier • Capable of zero boil-off operations or at least very low boil-off.
• Could be combined with the dualfluid design above to yield very large propellant depots, >450 mT LO 2 /LH 2 capability • Depot and propellant launch not in mission critical path
• Requires multiple launches • Requires orbital assembly (albeit mostly autonomous)
• Large station has substantial stationkeeping requirements space technology maturation, especially for systems involving complicated phenomena like cryogenic fluid management, is flight testing in the space environment. 41 Unfortunately, this step is often hampered by the high cost and infrequent opportunities for flight testing. In many cases this prevents adequate experimentation with alternative approaches to truly evaluate their feasibility. Space architectures often suffer thereby from conceptual lock-in, where judgment decisions made during early phases with marginal and incomplete data win out over promising new concepts 42 . Recent progress in developing orbital testbeds for cryogenic fluid management and in the fielding of commercial reusable suborbital vehicles means that a wider range of technological solutions can now be affordably and extensively tested. These capabilities allow various propellant depot technologies to be rapidly matured, while simultaneously increasing the probability that promising alternative technological approaches will be adequately investigated as well.
A. CRYOTE
In order to provide a method for flight-testing promising cryogenic technologies in space, ULA has partnered with NASA and industry to develop the Cryogenic Orbital Testbed (CRYOTE) 43 . This system, shown in Fig. 12  and 13 , consists of a large experimental cryogenic tank integrated into the EELV Secondary Payload Adapter (ESPA) ring, with the valves and controls for the testbed located at one of the six secondary payload locations. CRYOTE is designed to fly as a secondary payload on Atlas V missions, thus increasing affordability and frequency of flight opportunities. The LH 2 used for the testbed is transferred from the Centaur LH 2 tank after delivery of the primary payload to its destination orbit, thus avoiding any risk to the success of the primary mission.
CRYOTE provides a platform for testing a wide range of technologies needed for depots, cryogenic landers, and long-duration cryogenic in-space stages. These technologies include active and passive thermal control technologies, various propellant settling techniques, liquid acquisition and mass gauging techniques, and propellant transfer. The very large size of the CRYOTE tank, compared with earlier proposed 44 and historical cryogenic fluid management testbeds, allows for more realistic testing of cryogenic technologies on a scale where surface tension and surface area to volume ratios are closer to those in a real depot.
The CRYOTE system is currently funded, and ground test articles are being designed and fabricated by Innovative Engineering Solutions of Murrietta, CA with assistance from ULA and NASA. Depending on funding, CRYOTE may be ready for its first flight as soon as 2012.
B. Suborbital RLVs As Space Technology Testbeds
CRYOTE provides a very important method for flight-demonstrating key technologies for propellant depots. However, the frequency of flight opportunities for CRYOTE may not be able to fly the large number of existing cryogenic technology concepts, meaning that it only partially resolves the challenge of providing an environment where depot technology can be adequately explored. Also, flight demonstrations and experiments often become unplanned learning experiences, requiring additional follow-up experiments to resolve issues that can only be discovered by actual flight testing. Suborbital RLVs can help solve this challenge and provide a useful complement to orbital testbeds like CRYOTE.
Suborbital RLVs, such as those under development by Masten Space Systems, Blue Origin, Armadillo Aerospace, Scaled Composites, and XCOR Aerospace, are capable of frequent flights of experimental payloads to Figure 12 . CRYOTE System Elements. Credit ULA the edge of space, providing a few minutes of microgravity per flight. These vehicles are designed to return to their launch site, where experiments can be recovered and even reflown same-day, if necessary. Masten Space Systems, in particular, is investigating the feasibility of developing a suborbital version of the CRYOTE system for flight on its XA-1.0 vehicle (shown in Fig. 14) . Vertical takeoff and landing systems, such as those being developed by MSS, Blue Origin, and Armadillo, are particularly useful for cryogenic fluid management experiments.. Most are capable of being flown unmanned, and they tend to have spacious payload accommodations because wide diameters are needed for landing stability. .Unmanned flight capability may be important for flights involving highly flammable liquids like LH 2 , because it allows the cabin atmosphere to be filled with a neutral buffer gas like helium. The high flight rate capability of these vehicles, combined with the lower cost of accessing suborbital space makes it easier to explore a wider range of alternative depot-enabling technologies. Also, by substantially lowering the cost of failure, suborbital RLVs allow experimentation to be done in a rapid, iterative process, as is typical in non-space technology development projects. By trying out technologies and experimental hardware earlier in the development process, knowledge can be gained less expensively and costly detours can be avoided.
Suborbital vehicles do not provide the same long-duration flight capability that may be necessary to ultimately demonstrate a complete, integrated depot system. However, by allowing earlier experimentation, and by allowing CRYOTE payloads to be tested out before being committed to an expensive orbital mission, they can provide a great enhancement to the capabilities provided by CRYOTE.
V. Conclusion
While there is still work to be done to bring orbital propellant depots into reality, the technology is at the point where it can be incorporated into manned space transportation systems and be moved forward. The depot design concepts discussed in this paper offer realistic, near-term options that would be useful in a wide variety of manned exploration missions, and would enable commercial manned spaceflight beyond LEO. The tools being developed for flight-testing and maturing these propellant depot technologies make propellant depots much closer to reality than they have ever been. Depots are a key capability for a spacefaring civilization that are ready for development today. 
